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3:22-24. It was written by the prophet Jeremiah. The part that doesn't seem to fit though
is what had just taken place when he wrote
this beautiful praise.
Lamentations is a funeral dirge, a song about
the death of a city, Jerusalem. The entire
city had been destroyed. Everything Jeremiah
called home was gone. People by the thousands had been slaughtered in the streets.
The temple of God was merely a pile of rubble
and the people had been carried away to a
foreign land.
•'The steadfast love of the Lord never ceases,
His mercies never come to an end.
They are new every morning;
Great is Thy faithfulness.
The Lord is my portion says my soul,
Therefore I will hope in Him. ''

The words above are a beautiful testimony to
our God and of faith in Him. It is a beautiful
song we sing. It is a warm thought to meditate
on. It contains hope for the future and expresses a thankfulness for the here and now.
Still I wonder if you know where it comes
from and what was going on at the time it
was written. Well it comes from Lamentations

Yet in the midst of despair, Jeremiah is
able to look above the sufferings and realize
that his hope is still with God. God is still a
God of love. He is our only hope both in times
of happiness and pain.
It is easy to talk about the love of God when
things are going good but it is the child of
faith who can see beyond the here and now and
trust God no matter how things are going.
As Christians we must hold fast to our faith
no matter how things appear around us. Our
Lord's loving kindnesses are eternal.
Marc Alan Curfman
Cincinnati, OH
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From The Edi tor ...
With the demands of school, television, friends, etc. time with our children is limited.
It becomes imperative that we redeem those precious few hours we have with them each
day.
Family time is most important to the stability of the family unit. An essential part of
that family time should be given to family devotionals or family Bible study if you prefer
that term. In addition to family devotionals there should be family recreation where each
member is ''recreated.''
Often, family recreation consists of games. These are fun and they do serve to bind
the family together. However, games just for the sake of fun seem too narrow in their
scope. Better, I believe, are games that are both fun and spiritually profitable. When we
have a choice between games which only entertain and games which both entertain and
instruct biblically the choice should be easy for the Christian family.
Recently my family has been made aware of a number of Bible related games. Perhaps
you knew they were available but we did not. We purchased two of these games and have
been most impressed that they are fun to play and also impart Bible knowledge and
application.
On page 15 of this issue are described seven Bible related games for the family. Of
course, we would be pleased if you ordered them from our Bookshelf but whether you
buy from us or not by all means obtain them somewhere. Do something for those precious little souls with the precious little time you have with them.

**********
We briefly mentioned in the February issue that we plan to begin a new feature entitled "The Barnabas Corner." On page 11 of this issue you will find complete details.
Share with us an encouraging account of someone you know who is living the Christian
life in an exemplary manner.

**********
''Let us therefore follow after the things which make for peace, and things wherewith one may edify another." Romans 14:19

-JMS
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From

THE HIGH COST OF GETTING
EVEN

Our

Mailbox.

• •

Dear Brother Sampson:
With this note comes greetings. I have subscribed to Bulletin Digest since its inception.
Its benefits have been immeasureable. I recently commented to my wife that if I had to
cancel all my subscriptions but one, the
Bulletin Digest would be the one I would
retain. Please keep up the good work your
publication serves.
Donnie S. Barnes
Hartford, TN
Brethren,
In September I received a sample of your
publication. I like the format and the generally positive tone. You are to be commended.
Please accept my enclosed subscription.
I have had some difficulty in trying to get
some of your articles on pages sized 8½"
length by S½" width (quite a few church bulletins are still on folded 8½ x 11 stock). Would
it be possible to have challenging articles by
Reuel Lemmons? Many of us miss his fine
Firm Foundation editorials.
May God continue to bless your every effort
for "publishing the Word."
Bruce Henderson
Carson City, NV

In Dr. S.l. McMillan's book None of These
Diseases he has a chapter entitled ''The High
Cost of Getting Even'' in which he illustrates
how ulcers, high blood pressure, strokes,
and many other physical maladies are conn~cted to harboring resentment, hatred, and illwill toward others. He says " .. .it might be
truthfully written on many thousands of death
certificates that the victim died of 'grudgitis'.''
Dr. McMillan goes on to show how hatred
enslaves the one who hates. "The moment I
start hating a man I become his slave. I can't
enjoy my work anymore because he even
controls my thoughts. My resentments produce too many stress hormones in my body;
I become fatigued after only a few hours of
work.
The man I hate hounds me wherever I go.
I can't escape his tyrannical grasp of my mind.
When the waiter serves me porterhouse steak
with french fries, asparagus, crisp salad, and
strawberry shortcake smothered with ice
cream-it might as well be stale bread and
water. My teeth chew the food, I swallow it,
but the man I hate keeps me from enjoying
tt.
d
The man I hate may be miles from my be room, but more cruel than any slave driver
he whips my thoughts into such a frenzy
that my interspring mattress becomes a rack
of torture.
I really must acknowledge the fact that I am
a slave to every man on whom I pour my
wrath.''
Jesus says, "You have heard that it was
said, You shall love your neighbor and hate
your enemy, but I say unto you love your
enemy and pray for them that persecute you. ' '
That's good strategy not only for the object
of our animosity-but
also for our own emotional and spiritual and physical well-being.
BULLETIN
DIGEST

John Scott
Ft. Worth, TX
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Bethlehem

- Bedlam

Bedlam is another word for madhouse.
Bethlehem is the name of a quiet village near
Jerusalem.
Any connection between the two words
seems out of the question. But, actually,
Bedlam came to us through the old English
love of abbreviation.
Here is how it happened. In the 14th century, the Order of the Star of Bethlehem
founded a hospital in London. It was called
St. Mary's Bethlehem Hospital. But the word
seemed too long and soon was shortened to
Bedlam. About the same time, the original
general hospital was converted to an insane
asylum. Bethlehem to Bedlam; care center
to madhouse.
Strange, isn't it, what happens to good old
English words? But more strange than that is
what happened in the first year of Our Lord.
The story is found in Matt. 2:1-18. 'Above the
deep and dreamless sleep of the little town of
Bethlehem the silent stars went by.' The Christ
child was born. The angels sang. The shepherds rejoiced. The wise men worshiped. With
joy the Lord had come to His world.
Surely, the whole creation would welcome
the new King. Surely, Bethlehem would be
the place of universal healing!
But King Herod spoke. When he finished his
command, Bethlehem had become Bedlam
with a vengeance! The peaceful night had
been shattered. Rachel was weeping for her
children.
How is it that we find the Son of God right in
the middle of that Bedlam world? Wasn't
there a better way for Him to have come; more
quietly ... more safely?
The Son of God, and His Father with Him,
were in the middle of that Bedlam world
because it is that kind of world He came to
MARCH 1984

save. A world in its need, in its pain, in its
brokenness, in its anger ... He looks at it as it
is and says ''/ came to seek and to save the
lost. '' I am here in Bedlam because there is
no other way to turn it back into a place of
healing than by my coming. Thanks be to
God for His Gift I

Elmer Prout
Roseville, CA

A BOOK
OFGREAT
PRICE
We owe a great debt of gratitude to so many
people. Truly, no one lives unto himself and no
one dies unto himself.
The Book we so often take for granted has
come down to us at such great price. Men have
literally died to give us the word.
The American Bible Society has pointed out
that had you lived about two hundred years
after the coming of our Lord, here is how you
would have been charged for your Bible:
"A scribe's work was price-fixed at $2.80
per 100 stychoi (one stychos equals one line
of Homeric 16-syllable verse-. For carefully
copying 18,302 stychoi-the
complete New
Testament-the
scribe would be paid the
fixed Diocletian figure of $512.45 (in today's
currency) and not a drachma more or less. For
copying the complete Bible of that day he
would receive $2,800.00. And you would payin addition-the cost of extras such as papyri,
which was in short production and therefore
price-fixed under Diocletian's luxuries category.''
Yet today, for less than one hour's work,
you can own a beautifully bound copy of the
Holy Scriptures, with full colored maps and
concordance-at a savings of about $2,795.00.
Think about that when you pick up your
Bible and read it tonight.
Stanley Lockhart
Houston, TX
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The Lord At My Side
WORLD'S
GREATEST
FOOL
A great king once awarded his favorite
jester a golden sash inscribed with the words,
"World's Greatest Fool." The clown received
the honor because he delighted the king with
his antics. He was told, however, that if he
ever found a greater fool than himself, he
should turn the sash over to that man.
Many years later, the great king lay dying.
As his sorrowing subjects came by to say a
final word, the old jester appeared. "Where
are you going my king?" he asked. "I am
going on a long journey," replied the king.
••Will you ever return?''
questioned the
clown. "No, I am leaving forever," was the
king's answer. "Have you prepared for your
journey?" was the last question of the jester.
"I have made no preparation," answered the
king. With that, the jester sadly handed the
king his golden sash. With tears streaming
down his cheeks he told the dying king,
"You are going on a final journey, a journey
from which you will never return; and you
have made no preparation. You, Oh King,
are the world's greatest fool.''
All of us are soon to embark on a great
journey which will lead us to the shores of
eternity. It is a journey from which we can
never return. In view of this Jesus said,
•'Lay not up for yourselves treasures upon
earth, where moth and rust doth corrupt,
and where thieves break through and steal:
But lay up for yourselves treasure in heaven,
where neither moth nor rust doth co"upt,
and where thieves do not break through and
steal." (Matthew 6:19,20) Surely, life's most
foolish mistake is to neglect to prepare for
death.
Ron Stough
BULLETIN~
DIGEST~
Duncan, OK

In writing to Timothy, Paul told Timothy
of the strong opposition he had received in
proclaiming the gospel. Citing one particular
incident he said, "At my first defense, no one
came to my support, but everyone deserted
me. May it not be held against them. But the
Lord stood at my side and gave me strength,
so that through me the message might be fully
proclaimed and all the Gentiles might hear
it. And I was delivered from the lion's mouth.
The Lord will rescue me from every evil attack
and will bring me safely to his heavenly kingdom. To him be glory for ever and ever.
Amen." (II Timothy 4:16-18)
Most Christians marvel at the strength and
fortitude of the apostle named Paul. How did
he bear up under such critical political situations, persecution, physical handicap, and
awesome responsibilities? Paul answers that"The Lord stood at my side. "
One reason that many have never experienced the •'peace that passes all understanding''
(Phil. 4:7) is that they have not realized that the
Lord stands at the side of the Christian. There
are some who feel so independent that the
problems of life are tackled without thought
of help from Christ or anycme else. But there
are others who depend only upon the help of
brothers and sisters in Christ. Paul found
great comfort in the help he received from
fellow Christians (Acts 28:15), but his main
source was the Lord at his side.
Maybe we depend too heavily upon secondary sources. The strength that comes from
oneself or from others can in no way be compared to the help that comes from the Lord.
Christ may use people, especially brothers
and sisters to strengthen us, but never forget
where the real help is-the Lord at your side.
He will never disappoint you.
BULLETIN
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Jim Shannon
St. Petersburg, FL
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BRING OUT THE BEST CHINA!
This is a story about a couple who had been
married for fifty years. The husband died.
After the funeral, the mourners were invited
to a meal at the home of the widow. The bereaved wife began to weep, as her friends
comforted her she lamented, "We were
married for fifty years and I never once used
our best china. I kept waiting for a special
occasion and special guests. That special
occasion has come and those special guests
are here. For the first time I am using our
best china, but the most special guest of allmy husband-is not here to enjoy it. How I
wish I would have brought out the best china
for him!"
Friends and brethren, your mate should be
the most special person in your life. Don't
wait until it is too late to bring out the best
china.

II---

A

11.:LLETIN
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Gordon Smith
Gadsden, AL

AS A TALE IS TOLD!
The writer of Psalms says, ··we spend our
years as a tale that is told·· (Ps. 90:9). The
story of life never grows old. It holds the rapt
attention of all who hear it. Just the simple
story of man's journey from the cradle to the
grave is one of the most interesting stories
ever told.

cuts off some of the distance. Awake or asleep,
we travel on-we cannot stop this side of
eternity.
Life is a voyage. Time is the sea. The Bible
is the compass, and Jesus is the pilot. There is
only one ship going where we want to go, and
that is the church. There are many other
ships in the harbor waiting to take people
where they do not want to go. Some try to
cross the ocean of time and reach heaven
without any ship. But, this is like trying to
swim from New York to Liverpool. For each
person, there is only one trip from time to
eternity. Paul was so serious about this matter
that he said, •"Neither count I my life dear
unto myself, so that I might finish my course
withjoy."
If one had the opportunity after death to
return to earth and live again in order to correct
the mistakes he made on the first trip, the
matter would not be so serious. But, no one
has ever done such a thing, and there is no
provision for it. So many people waste and
pervert their probationary period. They live
without any depth of thought concerning
the true purpose of life. When we face God in
the day of judgment, the days of life will
stand before us just as we lived them. Our
years, like the pages of a book, will be filled
up with out thoughts, words, and deeds.

Some of us are traveling the last mile of the
way. We have lived as long as the Bible promises us life on earth. We look back and wonder at the brevity of life. Job said, •'My days
are swifter than a weaver's shuttle. ''

BULLETIN
DIGEST

At birth, every person begins this journey,
and he has no choice as to whether or not he
will complete it. He cannot stop and stand
still to enjoy the interesting places along the
way. He cannot turn back and go the other
way. There are no other roads to travel, and
there are no detours around hard places.
The course we travel is time, and each day

MARCH 1984
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Gayle Oler
via Getwell Bulletin
Memphis, TN

If you expect to be gentle, gracious, lovable,
and appreciated In your old age, you better
start practicing now.

PAGES
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Give Your Smile Away
A few years ago, the Associated Press
carried the story of a 6 year old girl in Boston
who was awarded $10,000 in a court decision
following an automobile accident that left her
unable to smile.
How much is it worth to you to smile? How
much is it worth to you for others to smile?
$10,000 seems to be an enormous amount of
money but it is worth far more than 10 times
$10,000 to be able to smile and to make that
daily contribution toward the happiness of the
world.

the face and the heating system of the heart.
The smile on the face is just a reflection of
the smile that is in the heart. The best way
to spoil the day for a grouch is to give him a
smile. It takes far fewer muscles to smile than
to frown, so smile often and give your frown
a rest.
Editor Clinton E. Bernard tells of a man he
met who was a real grouch. He said they exchanged greetings when they met, but neither
was enthusiastic about it. Then one day he
saw the man do something kind and that
changed the whole opinion of the man. The
next day, he greeted the man with a "hello"
and was surprised at the cordial smile which
responded. They got to talking and made a
date to play golf. It was a most enjoyable
game. Near the end of the day his new friend
said; "I never saw a man change as much as
you have overnight. Until today I thought you
were a real grouch." When you meet a man
without a smile, give him one of yours.

Sunshine Magazine best summed it up:
"I had a friendly smile; I gave that smile
away. The milkman and the postman seemed
glad of it each day. I took it to the shop, I had
it on the street; I gave it without thinking to
all I chanced to meet. I gave my smile away,
as thoughtless as could be; and every time I
gave it, my smile came back to me.''
A smile can be given in a moment, but the
memory of it sometimes lasts a long, long
time. And, a smile says the same thing in
every language.
BULLETIN
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Edsel Burleson
via Stuart, FL

Knowledge not
Improved and used
well will Increase
our condemnation at
the last day.

Smile and the world smiles with you. Someone has called a smile the lighting system of
BULLETIN DIGEST
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service. The lessons of experience, the insights
that come from real living, the lessons learned
from rearing a family, the knowledge that
comes from many years of Bible study and
ministry, the counsel possible because of
many varied personal relationships-these
are a few of the resources which God meant
the church to use.

IF I WERE EIGHTY!
Mr. Broom is 83. He rises at 4:30 a.m. and
is at work by 5:30. His best friend is 97. One
day, they were spending time together looking
at sports cars. The 97-year-old gentleman
said, "Broom, if I were 80, I would buy one
of those."

I like that story because it illustrates a vital
principle. Age is more a condition of mind than
a turn of the calendar. Many people say that
elderly people are past tense, "over the hill,"
passe. This attitude creates feelings of inferiority, loneliness, resentment, hostility, and
pain.
But the Bible speaks with respect for the
elderly:
I. The church selects its leadership from
among its older men, not from •'recent converts'' (l Tim. 3:6).

2. Older women are to "train the young
women'' from their experience (Titus 2:2-5).
3. Younger Christians are to be "submissive
to those who are older·' (l Pet. 5:5).
4. Older Christians with strength and spiritual maturity are to bear the failings of the
weak and carry their burdens (Rom. 15:1;
Gal. 6:2).
The "retirement mind set" has caused
some Christians who reach retirement age in
their vocations to also "retire" from Christian
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Let us never be guilty of shoving older
Christians aside and failing to use their talents,
gifts, and experience. May God give us wisdom
to tap the talent of every Christian at every
age of his glory.

BULLETIN
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Prentice Meador
via Gladstone Bulletin
Kansas City, MO

HOW LONG IS ETERNITY?
1 saw the following interesting little statistic
the other day: one billion matches end to end
will reach across the U.S. from the Pacific
to the Atlantic Ocean. If you had been living
at Jesus' birth and had spent $1000 every day
since that time, out of a billion dollars you
would have enough money left to continue
for 700 more years. If an airplane flies at
400 mph for one year, the propeller hasn't
turned nearly one billion times.

I don't know who took the time to figure
THOSE statistics up, but one thing I knowone billion years will not be the first morning•
of the first day of eternity. Where do you plan
to spend it?
•'And if any was not found written in the
book of life, he was cast into the lake of fire. ''
(Rev. 20:15)
BULLETIN~
DIGEST~

Olden Cook
Kerrville, TX
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A New Version
A Bible class teacher reported that the excuse of one little girl for not having her memory
work was: "Because the only copy of the Bible
we have at home is the reversed version.''

Just Want To Listen
When dial telephones were installed in a
rural community, telephone operators conducted an indoctrination program on the use of
the new equipment. After a lengthy conversation with a sweet old lady, one operator felt
she had finally accomplished her mission, but
the subscriber said she had one more question
to a\k: "What number do I dlal when I Justwant
to listen in?"

Delivering The Goods
A letter written in a childish scrawl to the
post office was addressed to "God." A postal
clerk, not knowing exactly what to do with it,
opened the letter and read: "Dear God, my
name is Jimmy. I am six years old. My daddy
is dead and my mother is having a hard time
raising me and my sister. Would you please
send us $500?''
The postal worker was touched. He showed
the letter to his fellow employees, and all
decided to kick in a few dollars each and send
it to the family. They were able to raise $300.
A couple of weeks later they received a
second letter. In it the boy thanked God, but
ended with this request: "Next time, would you
please deliver the money directly to our home?
If you send it through the post office, they
deduct $200!"

Poor Auctioneer
Auctioneer: "What am I offered for this beautiful bust of Robert Burns?"
Man in Crowd: "That's not Burns, it's Shakespeare.''
Auctioneer: "Well folks, that's one on me. Just
shows how little I know about the Bible.''

During the terrible bombing of London, during
World War II, a reporter asked a young man,
"What do you want to be when you grow up?"
The young man replied, "Alive." This is a
noble ambition. Too many stop living, and
much later, stop breathing. It was reported
that a tombstone read, "Died at 30, buried
at 60."
Every day has its task. To really live, those
things that are the most important, must not
be postponed until later. Jesus said, "We must
work the works of Him that sent me while it is
yet day, for the night comes when no man can
work. •• (John 9:4) A sense of priority must be
developed for each day. To spend time working
on the less important when the more important needs to be done, is to not really live. It
is trifling with life.
Those who really live, see priority, they
also have a different perspective. This life is
important, now is the time to work, yet this is
not the only time they see. They can see
beyond this life. They know of the place Jesus
has prepared for those who love Him. (John
14: 1-6) The poet well said:
"Life is real! Life is earnest!
and the grave is not its goal.
'Dust thou art, and dust returnest
was not spoken of the soul.''
-Longfellow
Would you really live? Would you have that
noble ambition to live all your life? Would
you find the same attitude of one who said,
"I am going to live until I die, and I am not
going to confuse the two." This life is the
abundant life found in Jesus Christ. (I John
10:10)

Ancil Jenkins
Albuquerque, NM
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New Feature

Proposed

One of the main goals of this magazine is to encourage. In keeping with that goal we
propose to begin a new feature entitled ''The Barnabas Corner.'' This title was chosen
because Barnabas is described in Acts 4:36 (RSV) as the "Son of encouragement. "
You can become a '' son of encouragement' ' by contributing an item of encouragement
for this feature.
Here is what we have in mind. We want to know of individuals (or perhaps families
or congregations) who are living exemplary lives. Tell us of sacrifice, dedication, great
faith, etc. It might be a faithful elder, preacher, missionary, or even a new Christian
who has shown great faith and courage in putting on Christ. It could be parents who have
done an especially fine job of rearing their families. You get the idea.
It is not likely that all submissions will be printed. They must meet our specifications
and goals. But if we do print your submission we will give a year's subscription of
BULLETIN DIGEST to the person(s) about whom you inform us. Should they not be
living then the year's subscription will go to the one submitting the account.
We need to hear from you. Please limit your submission to 600 words or less. Send all
items to: Bulletin Digest, HC-69, Box 29A, Anselmo, NE 68813.

PREACHING TO NEEDS
The ideal sermon deals with the needs of
those who sit in the pew. The unending quest
of those who preach must be to find the real
needs of people and meet them with inspired
truth. However, one does not preach very
long until he· is struck with the fact that what
people need and what they desire are often
far apart. This is not a new phenomenon.
In 700 B.C., Israel needed to hear the law of
the Lord, but desired something else. They
told Isaiah: ''Prophesy not unto us right things,
speak unto us smooth things, prophesy deceits,
get you out of the way ... " (Is. 30:11) By the
time of Jeremiah, circumstances had grown
worse. The priests and prophets had begun to
cater to the desires rather than to the needs of
the people. The prophet laments: ''A wonderful and horrible thing is come to pass in the
land: the prophets prophesy falsely, and the
priests bear rule by their means; and my
people love to have it so" (Jer. 5:30-31).
Paul predicts that such a time would come in
the church: •'For the time will come when they
will not endure the sound doctrine; but having
itching ears, will heap to themselves teachers
MARCH 1984

after their own lusts; and will tum away their
ears from the truth ... "(II Tim. 4:3-4).
It is human nature to seek approbation
rather than admonition. If I had been given
the choice as a boy, I would have taken orange
juice instead of castor oil! When I preached on
immodest clothing, social drinking, etc.,
where I lived a few years ago, one of the deacons became very upset, withholding his contribution for several weeks. He didn't desire
such preaching, but he and his wife surely
needed it! Another church I worked with had
a portion of the eldership and the church to
fall under the influence of doctrinal and moral
liberalism. The critical need of the church
was clear doctrinal preaching, but regretably,
they would not have it so. The adulterer does
not relish sermons on adultery (witness
Herod and John), but they must still be preached because they are needed.
When you hear a sermon, I counsel you not
to judge it merely on whether you "liked" it
or it made you "feel good." The better criterion is whether you needed it. But even if
you didn't, someone else probably did!
Dub McClish
Denton, TX
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Will Good Bible Classes
SaveYourChild7
My wife and I sat at the back of the fifth
grade classroom, next to the girls who, at this
age, do not sit next to the boys. My co-teacher
was trying to hold the students' attention.
.. So, Jesus had twelve apostles ... "
Unfortunately, several of the girls, students
at a nearby Christian Academy, were intent
upon using this class to cram for their Academy
Bible class exams. As I turned to quiet one of
the girls, she asked her friend, "Now, the
earlist copy of John is that in the Chester
Beatty papyri?''
I was amazed. Children can learn much more
than we think they can. In fifth grade, these
students were learning things that I didn't
know until I entered graduate school. Of
course, I knew why: their Academy Bible
instructors were graduate students working
on masters degrees and were no doubt eager
to impart
their newly acquired knowledge.
:.A
But I also felt uneasy as I thought about
these children. Mastering factual content,
even beyond what they might get in a Christian
college Bible course, was not helping them to
grow up as Christians. They were learning
about the Bible without learning how to live.
What was wrong? The parents of some of
these children were making a fatal mistake.
Impressed by the superior education offered
at this school, they assumed that the school
would train their children to grow into spiritual
maturity. Wrong, wrong, wrong.
Have we forgotten what the Jews know so
well and the early church assumed for centuries? In these communities, the child was
exalted deliberately and the schooling of a
child was very important. But they knew what
the New Testament makes clear: the responsibility for teaching a child rests fully and fairly
upon the parents, for the home is the center of
a child's education.

How can you insure that your children will
be saved? Make sure that they attend their
Bible classes regularly? Encourage learning
experiences like Bible Bowl? Send them to a
private Christian school? These are all valuable. But even the most advanced Bible content and most excellent classroom teachers
cannot provide what children need most:
daily training in the home-an example that
shows them how a Christian responds to life .
Are you providing that?
BULLETIN~
DIGEST~

Gary Williams
via Portales, NM

DID A CLOSE FRIEND EVER
REBUKE YOU?
A common idea among people today is that
our friends will never say or do anything to
hurt us. If a person "wounds us", we think
he is an enemy. Very much contrary to this
opinion, we learn who true friends are, many
times, by the way they save us from danger.
A Christian knows the danger that a sinner is
in and makes an attempt to save him from that
peril by teaching him the way of salvation, but
the person often takes this as an insult. We
are not ignorant of the fact that there are some
who are completely tactless and are always
"wounding" others. These are not people we
call friends. Our friends are those who
"wound" because it is best for us. The man
who is always throwing "love and kisses"
upon us may be the worst enemy we have for
he will not warn us of our peril. Remember
the act that betrayed Jesus. It was the apparent
action of a friend. The wise writer in the Old
Testament teaches what I have stated, ''Faithful are the wounds of a friend, but the kisses
of any enemy are profuse. '' (Proverbs 27: 6)
BULLETIN
DIGEST

Ferrell Jenkins
via Flatwood, KY

The smallest deed is better than the grandest I
intention.
1
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The Lifestyles Show
}
)

''Enter through the na"ow gate. For wide is
the gate and broad is the road that leads to
destruction, and many enter through it. But
small is the gate and na"ow the road that
leads to life, and only a few find it. '' Matthew
7:13-14

Not too long ago I saw an advertisement
which read as follows, "Discover the fine art
of living the good life, come to the Lifestyles
Show." Numerous styles were being featured,
such as moneystyles, homestyles, workstyles,
playstyles, travelstyles, and even comput~rstylesl How sad it is that the world sees hfe
as if it were a fashion show in which one picks
out something, anything, that one likes and
tries it on for size. Is it any wonder that so
many people end up with a closet full of money
and playthings, and old travel logs but nothing
to really last them a lifetime. As one person
once said, '' Man has learned everything about
life except how to live it.''
In contrast to this Jesus says, "/ have come
that they may have life and have it to the full. ''
(John 10:10) As we look at the sermon on the
mount we find that Jesus sees the number
of alternative lifestyles as being very few,
namely two. At each step along the way He
places the alternatives clearly before us
and helps us to choose by pointing out the folly
of the wrong way and the wisdom of the right.
Let us examine the alternatives as Jesus sees
them in Matthew chapter six.

}

(1) Two kinds of righteousness: In Matthew
6:1-8 Jesus contrasts two kinds of righteousness as He talks about our private lives of giving, fasting, and praying. One kind is Pharasaic in that it is ostentatious, motivated by
vanity and rewarded by men. The other is
Christian, being done in secret, motivated by
humility, and rewarded by God.
(2) Two kinds of treasure: In Matthew
6:19-21 Jesus sees only two treasures, the
MARCH1984

earthly and the heavenly. One is temporal,
the other is eternal. You cannot have dual
accounts, so to speak, for as He goes on to
say, "No one can serve two masters. Either
he will hate the one and love the other or he
will be devoted to one and despise the other.
You cannot serve both God and Money."
(Matthew 6:24)

\

(3) Two kinds of ambition: In Matthew 6:
25-34, Jesus sees everyone as being ambitious
to accomplish something and be somebody.
But ultimately there are only two possible
choices; we can be ambitious for ourselves
or for God, and there is no third alternative.
In Matthew 7:13-14, Jesus brings us to the
inescapable choice. Because of the absolute
nature of this choice we would no doubt prefer to be given many more cho!-::esthan only
one, or better still, to fuse them all into a conglomerate religion, thus eliminat~ng the ne~d
for any choice. Instead, Jesus ts emphatic.
There are but two ways, easy and hard; two
gates, narrow and broad; two crowds, many
and few; and two destinations, life and destruction. Is it any wonder that ''the crowds
were amazed at His teachings'' (Matthew
7:28)?
Gary Knutson
via Boston, MA
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Who Cares?
'' Eighty percent of Americans live on less
than one percent of American soil. We live
beside each other, around each other, beneath
each other and over each other.'' Politicians
plead, "Let's get together," yet story after
story tells with increasing familiarity of victims
who lay in the streets pleading for help as
their fellow human beings pass indifferently
by. WHO CARES?
A few years ago Catherine (Kitty) Genovese
died from an assailant's knife on a neighbor's
doorstep. Since then, thirty-eight respectable
citizens, who looked on but did nothing, have
had trouble answering the simple question,
"WHY?" Why did it happen? Why didn't
I help? Why didn't I care enough to do something? Anything?
Years later we still look for the answers to
those soul-searching questions; we search for
those who have the unique ability to care.
Jesus said, "By this shall all men know that
ye are my disciples, if ye have love (care) one
for the other" (John 13:35). Doctrines may be
misunderstood but those who genuinely care
seldom are. "PEOPLE DON'T REALLY CARE
HOW MUCH YOU KNOW UNTIL THEY
KNOW HOW MUCH YOU CARE."
•'/ looked on my right hand, and beheld,
but there was no man that would know me;
refuge failed me; no man cared for my soul''
(Psalm 142:4). If you really want to care, to
express your love for others, try these simple
suggestions that were recently published in
an open letter.

"Smile more, even to people you don't
know. Look them in the eye. Let them know you
are aware that they exist. Be concerned about
those you work with. Listen when they speak
to you. Spend an extra minute. H someone
has a problem let him tell you about it. Sometimes just listening means more than you'll
ever know.''
To those who are in a depression, say this:

"Everybody has highs and lows. Nobody is
on top of the world all the time. Tomorrow will
be better." You may save a life without realizing it by letting a depressed person know he
has value. He counts-someone really cares.
Simple remedy-yes, but wouldn't this old
world be a better place to live, to rear children,
to find a bit of happiness, if each of us would
form a committee of one to RETURN TO
SIMPLICITY-TO SHARE OUR LIVES MORE
READILY-TO GENUINELY CARE FOR
EACH OTHER.
Jack Exum
via Bossier City, LA

DEPRESSION?
What causes depression?
Chemicals?
Physical
imbalance?
Self-centeredness?
Selfishness? Who knows??? Wish we knew!
I know a remedy though! 11 Think about it.
A certain man was on the verge of a nervous
breakdown. He consulted a very spiritual
friend. Neither knew the cause. The wise
friend had the solution. He said, "Try this
and I guarantee you will improve your mental,
emotional, physical, and spiritual health. Make
a list. List all the people living who have blessed your life. Then call, write, or visit them one
by one. You'll never believe what will happen
until you try it.''
The sick man tried it. He made a list. It
ultimately came to over 500 names. The first
was his favorite school teacher. He wrote her
an appreciation note. Then his first boss and
his service station attendant, etc., etc. A letter
from his teacher arrived soon, telling him that
out of all her students, in forty-one years
of teaching, his was the first letter of appreciation she had ever received. She read it
daily. It was about the only "bright" thing
left in her life. Then another letter and another.
Soon, he was so busy in contacts with his
friends that he forgot whether he was lonely
or not, was depressed or not, was sick or
not. He was having a wonderful time DOING
GOOD!
Wyatt Sawyer
Ft. Worth, TX
BULLETINDIGEST
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Family Bible Games
Why play games that only entertain when you can play games that both entertain and teach
God's Word? Here are some Bible games we believe you should consider getting for your
family.

Pleasenote: We have not personally tried all the games so we cannot guarantee
the Scriptural soundness of them. Obviously, you should be alert to any possible
doctrinal error as you play them.
• BUBBLEGUM ARK GAME - for children ages 4-10. A challenging experience In God's Word
and life principles. Bubblegum balls are awarded each player. S11.95
• GLORY GAME - a non-competitive board game for ages 5-adults. Emphasizes learning the
Word. A variety of card sets are available to accomodate different age groups, special studies, and
special Bible topics (these may be ordered from Information accompanying each game). $12.95
• ROLL-A-ROLL - a roll of the giant cubes determines the character you assume. Creates drama,
excitement, and surprises. Great for group activity. Ages 8-adult. $12.95
• SOCIAL SECURITY - an entertaining way to promote Christian family communication and
.understanding. Ages6-adult. $11.95
• REUNION - share memories, feelings, Imaginations and Intuition In an atl')'losphere of understanding. Ages 8-adult. S11.95
• THE NEW ZOO REVIEW - the fun game that lets you explore your feelings and values. It Is
said that parents, teachers, counselors who are looking for effective ways to teach moral standards
to children will find this game meets the need. Ages 8-adult or 4-7 with adult. S11.95
• THE UNGAME - called the world's most popular getting to know you game. James Dobson,
well-known author and lecturer on family relations says, "I recommend It erithuslastlcally and am
your most rigorous promoter." For ages 8-adult. S12.95
Additional cards not Included In the oame - Student Cards S3.25; Married Couples Cards $3.25;
Family Cards S3.25

r------------~------------------1
Please send the following Bible games:
__

-Bubblegum Ark Game $11.95

__

Glory Game $12.95

__

Roll-A-Role $12.95

--~Social

___

Reunion $11.95

___

The New Zoo Review $11.95

__
Ungame Game $12.95
--~Student
Cards $3.25
--~Married
Couple Cards $3.25
--~Family
Cards $3.25

Security S11.95

Please add 10% for postage. Nebraska residents add 4% sales tax.
Name ______________
City___________

Address ______________
State _________

Zip.________

_
_

BULLETINDIGEST BOOKSHELF
L______________________________
_
HC-69, Box 29A
Anselmo, NE 68813
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FROCRASTIN
ATION
Have you ever needed to do something, but
just couldn't get going? I feel like that almost
every day. I had trouble getting motivated to
write this article! So what better to write about
than procrastination, but I best do it now
before I put if off.
Most of us live our lives like we watch
television-the program really is not that good,
but we just can't get motivated enough to
get up and change the channel (and we can't
afford "remote control"). James wrote that it
is not enough to know what you need to do, but
you must be a doer (James 1:22f). Jesus said
the blessings come from doing that which we
know must be done (John 13: 17).
Below are six principles that can help you
get out of your rut and into action:
1. Stop Talking and Decide To Do It. Solomon....proverbed, ''All hard work brings a
profit, but mere talk leads only to poverty. ''
(Proverbs 14:23) We all are filled with good
intentions-"!
need to lose weight,"
"I
need to start going to church," "I need to do
my homework''; the problem comes in doing
it. We are a nation of BIG TALKERS, but the
successful people are the DOERS. Even in the
spiritual atmosphere, many people have good
intentions, but they carry them with them to
the grave. Someone has said, "The road to
Hell is paved with good intentions."
2. Set A Deadline. Making a starting date
and a completion date gets you moving. It
puts the "onus" on you to carry through with
your commitment. Without setting a deadline,
there is no motivation to action. It has been
said, "A diet is what you put off while you are
putting on."
3. Learn To Master
controls his emotions
who conquers a city
we don't distinguish

Your Moods. A man who
is better than a warrior
(Proverbs 16:32). Often
between "I can't" and

"I don't want to." If you only pray or study
the Bible or even jog when you feel like it,
you can rest assured that Satan will make
certain that you will not feel like it. Selfcontrol is vital.
4. Bum Your Bridges Behind You. Do not
leave another way open. Do not allow yourself
the luxury of backing out. Leave your only
choice open as the one which will make you
move ahead.

~

~

~

S. Take The First Step. This is the hardest.
NASA says the rockets we launch to outer
space require the majority of the fuel to get
the rocket the first 30 feet off the ground. That
is the hardest part for all of us too. Even a
journey of a thousand miles begins with a
single step.
6. Be Optimistic. Remind yourself of the
benefits for completion. Keep thinking of what
you will receive, win or have when finished.
Kevin Bullard
via Elmore City, OK

YOURWORSTENEMY
Who is your greatest enemy? It is said that
Alcibiades, the gifted but unscrupulous Greek,
was noted as an unhappy man. Someone asked
Socrates why it was that Alcibiades, who had
traveled so much and had seen so much of
the world, was still an unhappy man. The sage
answered, "Because wherever he goes, he
always takes himself with him."
via Little Rock, AR
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Spirit - Refreshers

CONVERSATION

I

Our speech is either a good influence or a
bad influence on those we would lead to Christ.
Oftentimes our speech reveals our heart,
" ... For out of the overflow of his heart his
mouth speaks.·· (Luke 6:45b) Colossians 4:6
says ''Let your conversation be always full of
grace, seasoned with salt, so that you may
know how to answer everyone. ''
My wife and I had been having a small part
in the support of a missionary. Recently we
received an invitation to meet the missionary
family who were guests in the home of another
contributor. As the evening progressed we
were impressed with evangelistic emphasis of
the conversation. A slide presentation was
made. With what rapt attention and genuine
interest this group listened to this report!
It was very evident that this group was deeply
concerned and the conversation of the evening
was centered around the furtherance of the
Gospel. To be sure this group had other things
they could have discussed, for almost everyone
present was a medical doctor.
In contrast, we have attended other gatherings where members of the church are having
fellowship. In many of these gatherings the
one thing that is noticeably absent is conversation regarding God, Christ, the Bible or the
church. Even in our conversations before or
after services we sometimes talk of everything
under heaven except Heaven itself! We meet
together in the greatest fellowship on earth
and sometimes never hear the slightest reference to Him who makes this fellowship possible I
Someone has said that we are what we
think about all the day long. Jesus said "Every
careless word that men shall speak, they shall
render account of it in the day of judgment.
For by your words you shall be justified and
by your words you shall be condemned. ''
(Matthew 12:36-37) Do your conversations
stand between you and the one you would influence for Good? " ... let us pursue the things
which make for peace and the building up of
one another." (Romans 14:19).
Maurice Neathery
Duncanville, TX
MARCH1984

There are many unpleasant things in the
I Corinthians letter. But what a happy thing we
find in the last chapter: ''For they refreshed
my spirit and yours.'' (I Corinthians 16:18)
The people who brought this strength to
Paul and the church were named Stephanas
and Fortunatus and Achaicus. We do not know
a whole lot about them-nor do we need to.
Anybody who is a spirit-refresher is a friend
of mine-he is "my kind of man."
As I write these lines, I think about people
I know. I see again in memory the faces of
those who have encouraged me at sight.
Sometimes a face is more refreshing than
words.
As for Stephanas, it appears that he and
his family were the first ones to become
Christians in their entire province. Can you
imagine being the first Christian in your whole
state!! What a joy, thrill, and responsibility.
But Stephanas measured up. There was a reason; he and his family "set themselves to
minister unto the saints" (I Corinthians 16:15).
People who are "set to serve" are happy
folk, and will always give a lift to everyone
else.
How about resolving to refresh someone's
spirit-this very day? Speak a word of courage;.
be cheerful toward the faint-hearted; strengthen the weak. What a way to live! I It pleases
God, helps others and puts our own problems
in the background, where they belong.
Norman Gipson
via Lincoln, NE

Three UnusualDays
Meeting
Increase Weekly Contribution 30%
Jerry L. Cantrell
(305) 631-8958
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TRAIN THEM
A young lady 23 years of age wrote this note.
It was found in the front seat of her car near her
body. "Jail did not cure me. Nor did hospitalization help me for long. The doctor told my
family it would have been better, and indeed
kinder, if the person who got me hooked on
dope had taken a gun and blown my brains out.
My God, how I wish it."
Soon after a 17 year old girl became hooked
on drugs, she began to record her feelings and
her life. "When I wake up in the morning, all
1 can think about is where to get money for
more drugs. What worries me are the wrinkles
in my face and the infection in my veins.
I am very sad when I think what I have done
with my life. I feel like dying. I have had all
chances and betrayed all the trust. Why did
1ever start? Drugs are evil. They cause mental
illness, aging skin, baldness and rotting teeth.
I can no longer behave naturally.'' When this
youn_g girl first began her diary, she wrote,
"I think I can last for nine months, but in
18 I will be dead." She missed it 15 months.
One night only three months after beginning
her diary, she walked out of a party, drugged,
onto the top of a multi-story building and fell
30 feet to her death onto a slab of concrete.
What can parents do to guard against this
happening to their children?
Parental Guidance: Dr. Richard H. Blum
says, ··Parents have to be parents.'' He further
states, •'one of the sad things we see is parents
arguing that they want to be equal with their
children-pals. Who is going to be responsible
in such a family?" If this happens, then a ten
year old may become boss. We know this is
true because the Bible says, •'Train up a
child .••
Love in Family: One of the ways we can show
our love is to be actually a father and a mother
to our children. We are their parents. We need
to remember that loving is not being permis-

sive. We need to remember that discipline
must be tempered by love. In a survey only
4% who said they enjoyed being with their
family, were regular drug users.
Spiritual Guidance: The children of parents
who have strong religious beliefs are less
likely to be drug users, studies have shown.
Children can survive hypocrisy in the lives of
some but they may not survive hypocrisy in
their parents or a lukewarmness about moral
beliefs. No one would question the church's
obligation to its young people-but
parents
must bear the greater obligation. We are as
parents responsible for bringing them into the
world. Let us do our part to train them.
Charles Curtis
Corinth, MS

NO TURNING BACK
We ourselves were well conversant with
war, murder, and everything evil, but all of
us throughout the whole wide earth have
traded in our weapons of war. We have exchanged our swords for ploughshares, our
spears for farm tools. Now we cultivate the fear
of God, justice, kindness to men, faith, and the
expectation of the future given to us by the
Father himself through the Crucified One ....
We do not give up our confession though we
be executed by the sword, though we be crucified, thrown to wild beasts, put in chains,
and exposed to fire and every other kind of
torture. Everyone knows this. On the contrary,
the more we are persecuted and martyred,
the more do others in ever-increasing numbers
become believers and God-fearing men
through the name of Jesus. (Justin, Dialogue
with Trypho, 150 A.D.)
via Centerville, TN
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The Sin 0/ Silence
God's real servants must never close their
mouths when Satan parades before the world
spouting error of every sordid form. Here are
eight great examples of men who did not seal
their lips.
1. Nathan, the bold prophet, who plainly
said unto King David: •'Thou art the man. ''
(II Samuel 12:7)
2. Micah, the prophet who withstood Ahab
and his 400 wise men, used these words of
emulation: •'As the Lord liveth and speaketh
unto me, that will I say. '' (I Kings 22: 14)
3. John, the Immerser, severly warned the
corrupt Pharisees who would have made mockery of divine truths. Matthew, chapter 3 is a
tribute to fearless preaching.
4. Jesus was uncompromising with a prospective follower when he told the rich young
ruler the challenge of kingdom service. Some
of us try to ease prospects in and then teach
them duty. Not so with the Master Teacher.
(Luke 18:18-30)
S. Peter, in Acts 5:29, before an aroused
Jewish coucil frankly informed them that the
apostles would "obey God rather than men."
This is a refreshing change from our halting
speech. (I Kings 18:21)
6. Stephen, nearer to death with each sentence, nonetheless spoke clearly of the debauchery and shame of the Jewish leaders.
His courage has served us all with the spark
we need in opposing error. Read Acts 7 carefully.
7. Philip, after running to his mission of
importan~e, seized his opportune moment,
opened his mouth and preached Jesus to the
Ethiopian. (Acts 8:26-39)
8. Paul, before Felix, chose the three most
unpopular themes in his repertoire in preachMARCH1984

ing to his captor: righteousness, temperance
and judgment to come. Plain preaching is
powerful; even Felix trembled and considered
the plea. (Acts 24:25)
Brethren, heaven will be too sweet to miss.
Yet, we shall miss its glory if we seal our lips
when God's truth is burning within our souls.
Sinners need it, the world will die and go to
hell without it and our own soul will perish
unless we open our mouths and speak forth
the message of God's resplendent glory.
Johnny Ramsey
via Garfield Heights Bulletin
Indianapolis, IN

qt ~ally
Wapperied . ..
While W.S. Boyett was preaching in Pecos,
Texas there was a couple with a little girl about
three years old who had a most difficult time
learning to be quiet during the worship service.
To whisper was seemingly impossible for her.
One Sunday morning as brother Boyett was
shaking hands with those leaving the assembly,
he felt a tug on his coat and then someone
patting his leg. He looked down and it was this
little girl. He patted her on the head and
said "How are you honey?" ...
and kept
speaking to others. She patted harder to get
his undivided attention.
BrothE!r Boyett picked the little girl up and
held her in his arms. She said, with a wrinkled
brow: "How tum yoo get to holler in church?"
(Editor's note: This was submitted by Mrs.
Boyett who further writes: "I lost my husband
last year but we always enjoyed that experience." So did we, sister Boyett.)

Share with us some amusing or embarrassing incident of a religious nature and
if we print it we 'II give you a six-month's
subscription or extension to Bulletin
Digest. Send all items to: Bulletin
Digest, HC69, Box 29A, Anselmo,
Ne. 68813.

.................
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ANDNOTBLINK. . .
The recent television series on the JFK years
recounted the Cuban missile crisis. When the
Russians finally agreed to dismantle their missiles, one of Kennedy's aides commented:
"We have been standing eyeball to eyeball
with Krushchev ... and somebody just blinked.''
Few people ever have to face that kind of
tension. But we all face struggles and disappointments which test our courage. When
we are eyeball to eyeball with life's challenges,
how do we find the courage not to blink?
Emerson's counsel was, ''Always do what
you are afraid to do.'' He did not have his
bookshelves piled high with books warning
that the pace of change had become too great
for human beings to tolerate. But in our
··global village," Chicken Little runs through
the square at least once a day.
Want another formula for facing difficulties
and ~sappointments?
First, try to get some
traction from your troubles. There is quite a
difference between the way a rooster and an
eagle face a storm. The rooster merely wraps
his wings about himself and stays where he is,
come what may! He faces it, but the only
possible good is his survival. The eagle allows
the force of the storm to lift him to heights as
he meets it with spread wings. As Toynbee
put it, "the greater the challenge, the greater
the stimulus."
Second, try to find something worthwhile
in every failure. A young boy in Decatur,
Illinois wanted to be a great photographer.
He scraped together twenty-five cents and sent
for a book on photography. The publisher
made a mistake and sent a book on ventriloquism to a disappointed lad named Edgar
Bergen.
Victor Hugo, at age 48, was exiled on an
island called Guernsey. Loneliness forced him

to begin to write. Later he concluded, "You
know, perhaps I should have been put in exile
earlier.''
So you miss an opportunity to go to Spain
and land in a prison in Rome. The important
thing is what you do in that cell. What would
we do without Paul's prison letters?
Third, when you find no traction or hope in
your disappointments, you are forced to look
deeper. Our only help then comes in understanding the significance of God's victory on
the cross. If our frustrations force us to turn to
God and depend on Him, it will be good that
we have been disappointed.
We must not leave the disciples on Friday.
We must stay with then until the resurrection
on Sunday morning! Only then can we find the
strength to face the future and not blink!
BULLETIN
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Harold Hazelip
Memphis, TN

STRETCHING
YOURSOUL

A man went to a Blacksmith shop one morning to pick up a hoe which had been mended.
When he started to pay for the work he was
told that there would be no charge for the job.
Insistently, he tried to force the money into the
Blacksmith's hand. The Blacksmith's reply is
worth remembering. Again refusing payment
he said to the man, "Ed, can't you let a man do
something now and then-just
to stretch his
soul?"
What a provocative thought! A man needs
to "stretch his soul."
via Poplar Bluff, MO
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THE ''RING'' OF
SOUND WORDS
Back in the days of my youth my father had
me work with him in coal mines which he
owned. These mines were small and provided
income for only a few families. My jobs were
varied. One was to test the timbers which held
up the slate roof of the mines. After the timber
was "set" the test was made by "rapping"
it sharply with a coal pick. The produced sound
had to "ring true." A dull thud indicated a
poorly erected "timber." When I heard the
"dull thud" the timber had to be removed and
erected all over again. It was important for
safety to have timbers that "rang true."
Today, it is important that the words of our
teachers and preachers "ring true." Dull thuds
must not be tolerated. When Paul told Timothy, "Retain the standard of sound words ... "
he clearly indicated the source of those words,
" ... which you have heard from me ... " In II
Tim. 1:11 Paul tells us that he was appointed
an apostle. The word which Paul charged
Timothy to preach in II Tim. 4:1,2 is the same
word which you and I are to teach and preach.
The standard for judging timbers in coal mines
was maintained for safety. To deviate from that
standard could bring disaster. The standard
for judging soundness of spiritual words is
the writings of the apostles and other inspired
men of the New Testament. To deviate from
that standard will bring disaster.
BULLETIN
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Boyd Williams
Franklin, IN

"We don't have much right to complain about
mistakes made by people who are doing the
work we shouldbe doing."
If your foot slips, you may recover your
balance, but if your tongue slips, you cannot
recall your words.

DON'T TELL ANYONE THIS BUT...
Ben Franklin once said, "three may keep a
secret If two of them are dead.''
Solomon wrote, "Even In your thought, do
not curse the king, nor In your bedchamber
curse the rich; for a bird of the air will carry
your voice, or some winged creature tell the
matter." (Eccl. 10:20)
If you don't want something told, don't tell
it. It seems a little foolish to believe that a
friend can keep a secret that you couldn't
contain yourself.
Northwest Bulletin
Oklahoma City, OK

THE SECRET OF
THE BENDED
KNEE
Have you ever watched a bird sleeping on its
perch and never falling off? How does it
manage to do this?
The secret is the tendons of the bird's legs.
They are so constructed that when the leg is
bent at the knee, the claws contract and grip
like a steel trap. The claws refuse to let go until
the knees are unbent again. The bended knee
gives the bird the ability to hold on to his perch
so tightly.
Isn't this also the secret of the holding power
of the Christian? Daniel found this to be true.
Surrounded by a pagan environment, tempted
to compromise with evil, urged to weaken his
grip on God, he refused to let go. He held firm
when others faltered because he was a man of
prayer. He knew the power of the bended knee.
From sleeping birds we can learn the secret
of holding things which are most precious to
us-honesty,
purity, thoughtfulness, honor,
character. That secret is the knee bent in
prayer, seeking to get a firmer grip on those
values which make life worth living. When we
hold firmly to God in prayer, we can rest
assured he will hold tightly to us.
Rollin S. Burhans
via Anderson, CA
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I'VE COME TO CLEAN
YOUR SHOES
Some of you, no doubt, read the article by
the above title in a recent issue of the Reader's
Digest. It is the story of a lady who received
word that her sister, brother-in-law, a sisterin-law and her two children had been killed
in an automobile accident. While in a state
of shock and stupor, the husband of her best
friend appeared at the front door. When she
opened it, he simply said, "I've come to clean
your shoes, all of them, yours, your husband's
and the children's."
How many times have we, in a similar
situation, called and said, "If there's anything
I can do, let me know.'' As I read the story, I
could think of numerous times when I could
have washed the family car, taken the family
pets to my house, seen that the dirty clothes
were laundered or suits were cleaned. But all
I did-was to assure them, "If you need me, let
me know!''
Perhaps the yard needs mowing, leaves
raked. In that upper room Jesus took advantage of the occasion to teach one of His greatest
lessons-that
of the "towel and basin." For
a few minutes, the one who was to become
"King of kings and Lord of lords" stooped to
the lowly task of washing His disciples' feet.
Somewhere in the development of our
(American) culture, we seem to have lost
appreciation for the concept of servanthood.
We are a proud people-neither wanting to be
on the "receiving" or the "serving" end.
Peter was sort of that disposition-he
simply
could not bring himself to allowing the Master
to humble himself to washing feet! In an effort
to give meaning to what He had done, Jesus
said:
Now that/, your Lord and Teacher, have
washed your feet, you also should wash
one another'sfeet. I have set you an

example that you should do as I have
done for you.
John 13:14-15

Most of us want to do ••great things'' -we
never think of the many little things that we
could do for people who are in distress. I
suppose that we're pretty much like Naaman,
the leper, when he was outraged because
God's prophet had not "put on a show" and
instructed him to do some '' great thing.''
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Brad Brumley
Humboldt, TN

UNITED

OR
UNTIED?
In proof reading an article for a religious
paper, a fellow gospel preacher noted the
following error. The sentence read: ''the
church was untied." Of course, it should have
read, •'the church is united.'' What a difference between the words! Untied suggests
separation-the
opposite of unity! But the
startling truth which impressed the preacher
was this: The entire difference was because the
letter "I" was out of place. The lesson is
vivid-if "I" am out of place in the church
program, then "I" am helping make the
church "Untied," not United. Each member of
the Lord's church is an "I"; if all the "I's"
are United, we will not be Untied.
BULLET).N
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via Bennett St. Bulletin
Bossier City, LA

"Don't be content with being average. Average
is as close to the bottom as It Is to the top.
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The Good And The Bad
Christianity, as set forth in the scriptures,
is a mixture of both the positive and the negative. It would be great if every admonition,
every commandment, every word of scriptural
encouragement were couched in positive
language-but
they just aren't written that
way. In our desire to keep everything positive,
we sometimes go overboard and neglect those
prohibitions and condemnations which make
up the word of God. We need to exercise care
in these matters.
A man came home from work and was greeted by his wife with the words, "Guess what,
dear, four of our five children didn't break
their arms today!'' Our responsibility as teachers of God's word is to present the good and
the bad, the positive side of Christianity as
well as the negative. It is easy to get caught up
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in a kind of teaching which constantly condemns, rakes everyone over the coals, vilifies
and abuses; but it is equally easy to develop
a kind of attitude which sees no wrong, makes
no condemnatory judgments, and practices
no censuring of improper behavior. One
extreme is as bad as the other and is likely a
reaction to the other. It is far better to recognize that God's word, like the words of a parent
to his children, contains some "thou shalt
nots'' as well as some positive admonitions
toward better behavior.
We need not get caught up in counting the
positives, as over against the negatives, but
rather give consideration to the subject at
hand and not worry about its nature. If God is
speaking, whether positive or negative, it
is ours to obey, and not to question.
BULLET(N
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BEINGA CHRISTIAN
"WHERE WE LIVE"
Most all of us live like Christians during
public worship services and on other occasions when the church is assembled together.
What about the rest of the time though? Do
we act like Christ (ians) "where we live?"
Do we remain considerate, patient and
understanding with our marriage partners
even when we are tired, upset or pressed for
time? When relating to our children, parents,
neighbors, etc. do we demonstrate a Christlike character? Is the language we use when
frustrated the language we would hear from
Christ in a similar situation? Is the behavior
we exhibit on a routine daily basis consistent
with the spirit of New Testament teachings?
Too often we attempt to rationalize, justify
and/or excuse un-Christian conduct, especially
with those closest to us, by just saying we were
upset, tired, or not feeling well. Our daily life
is inconsistent with the character of Christ
whom we claim to be following and imitating.
In other words, our preaching and our practicing don't match up.
The New Testament is a book to live by ON
A DAILY BASIS, not just some theories to
be believed and "held in our hearts." Let's
all examine our lives and see if we are being
Christi&ns "where we live."
BULLETIN~
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Billy J. Watson
Jackson, TN

A Sucess/ul

Man

Alfredo Sutro wrote a little known play entitled, "A Maker of Men." In it was a scene
where a bank clerk comes home to face his
wife after missing a promotion. He said to his
wife, "I see other men getting on; what have
I done?"
His wife answers him this way; ''You have
made a woman love you. You have given me
respect for you, and admiration, and loyalty
and devotion-everything
a man can give his
wife, except luxury, and I don't need that."
What makes a man a success? It's not to
be found in things, jobs, and automobiles.
Any man who has provided a climate in his
home that has produced love, loyalty, admiration and respect is successful. Solomon wrote,
''Enjoy life with the woman whom you love
all the days of your fleeting life which He has
given to you under the sun. '' (Eccl. 9:9)
Dr. William Lyon Phelphs, one time president of Yale, wrote: The highest happiness on
earth is in marriage. Every man who is happily
married is a successful man, even if he has
failed in everything else. And every man whose
marriage is a failure is not a successful man
even if he has succeeded in everything else."
A man is successful if he has made a home
where his wife loves him and trusts him. I
wonder, "Are you a successful man?"
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Dick Marcear
Amarillo, TX

